Quality Improvement Plan for
Mitcham Preschool Centre
202 0
Service name
Mitcham Preschool Centre

Service approval number
SE--00010641

Acknowledgment of Country
We acknowledge the Kaurna
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where our
centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to country.
We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend that respect
to all Aboriginal peoples.

Context
Service Context
Mitcham Preschool has a capacity of 88 children. Children attend one of 2 groups with the capacity being 44 per group.
> Blue group attends Monday morning, all day Tuesday & Thursday.
> Gold group attends Monday afternoon, all day Wednesday & Friday.
Children's placement in a group is based on a number of factors including parent preference due to work and other commitments, children going off to school together,
friendship groups, prior history of previous siblings attending a group, ratio of boys and girls and available places.
There are 6 educators on the staff team. 1 full time director, (permanent) 1 full time teacher (permanent)1 Universal Access teacher (0.5 - contract)1 full time ECW
(permanent), 1 0.5 ECW (permanent) and a 0.5 ECW (contract)
There are a number of children who attend Mitcham Preschool and Hawthorn Child Care Centre, each week. The child care centre is within walking distance from the
preschool and the educators from that centre walk / bus the children between the two sites.
Families are from a range of backgrounds, including 2 parent homes and single parent families. Most families have 2 parents working, with at least 1 parent working full
time. The preschool community is diverse in culture, including Sri Lankan, Japanese, Greek, Italian, Indian, Russian, Chinese, Scotish, English and Pakistani. Most of
these families are second generation living in Australia. There are rarely families who are new arrivals to Australia.
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Context
Statement of Philosophy
At Mitcham Preschool Centre we strive to provide excellence in preschool education - providing an innovative and challenging environment which fosters a
desire to learn and which nurtures each child to their full potential.
- As skilled, professional educators, we aim to foster each child's love of learning, through creating an environment where they can laugh, play and enjoy
being children.
- Our role is to provide a happy, safe, relaxed and enriching environment which challenges and stimulates each child's skills and abilities, extending their
interests and facilitating wellbeing.
-Our educators acknowledge the importance of learning through play. Children develop social, emotional, cognitive, physical and creative skills through
engaging in a play based curriculum.
- We are committed to building and maintaining positive, respectful relationships; between educators and children, children and children, families and
families, educators and families, educators and educators
- The diverse needs of our community are reflected in our inclusive practices. We respect what each child brings to the Centre; values, beliefs and culture.
- Our curriculum is based on the Early Years Learning Framework which underpins our reflective practices and our commitment to continuous
improvement.
- We value enquiry based learning as a way of broadening children's perspectives to facilitate deeper understanding.
- We provide opportunities for intellectual stretch and promote the development of growth mindsets, by inspiring children to accept challenges, take risks,
persist in a safe, encouraging and nurturing environment
- Educators and children work together to learn about and promote the sustainable use of resources and to develop and implement sustainable practices.
These practices are embedded in daily routines and procedures at the Preschool.
- Educators encourage children to be independent, resilient, self-directed learners who develop positive interpersonal relationships, and acquire the skills
and competencies that prepare them to be lifelong learners and active members of the community.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice
> Planning includes a term focus (for each term) with a focus on Inquiry based learning as a way of broadening children's perspective and to facilitate deeper learning
> weekly Program includes links to inquiry focus / question, EYLF, Literacy & Numeracy indicators, Targeted skills / learners, small group and large group experiences
> educators use a range of strategies to support children's learning eg 1:1 support, modelling, scaffolding, intentional teaching
> each week educators reflect on and analyses previous week, children's engagement / interest and how to extend on the learning
> Provide multiple opportunities for intellectual stretch and growth mindsets, through challenge tasks, focus on persistence and hard work.
> Share information on curriculum, child development, growth mindsets, intellectual stretch, literacy, numeracy, fine motor development etc, with families via newsletters and handouts
providing ideas to support their child.
> educators make learning visible - literacy / numeracy wall; pedagogical documentation of children's learning; children's work folders readily accessible
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 3: Physical Environment
> The outdoor area was upgraded in term 2, 2018. Following an extensive review with parents, children, educators and Governing Council, the entire outdoor area was redeveloped. It now
includes a nature play area, lawn for ball games, stage for dramatic play, soft fall area for climbing experiences, large sandpit for sensory / dramatic play / gross motor skills / social
development.
> We reflect continually through our planning meetings on the environment and outdoor learning opportunities
> The outdoor area was designed to provide access for all children, including those with physical needs
> Equipment is well maintained, new resources purchased as required
> We have Improved our resources for outdoor play, to include loose parts. The resources are multi purposed and are readily accessible and visible.
> We have observed the engagement and play of children in the indoor environment and have made changes to include "small spaces" for quiet, intimate play opportunities.
> We have a strong commitment to sustainable practices. We continuously reflect on our program and look for opportunities to build children's skills and knowledge in sustainability and the in
pact they can have on the environment. For example, we have very limited plastic waste from snack / lunch boxes as children bring food in nude food containers / take their soft plastic home.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements
> We have a commitment to professional collaboration through our work with Early Childhood Leader and other preschools
> We have a commitment to professional learning through our professional learning community. The staff meet each week in our PLC to learn with each other, from each other. In 2019, we
worked through the LDAR research project (focus on numeracy / shape); Nature Play & loose parts; pedagogical documentation. Through the PLC, educators will also share their learning
from professional development, with the team.
> Staff are committed to the continuity of learning for children. This occurs through our small group work with children. Each term, children are placed in a group with 9 - 12 children and an
educator. The children stay in that group with the same educator for the term to allow continuity of teaching and learning. The following term, children are placed with different children and
educator to broaden friendships / social skills and to experience a different teaching style.
> Staff are placed in teams to manage the child: educator ratio. Two educators will supervise outside and two will supervise inside. When there is a larger number of children outside, an
ECW (from inside team) will work outside
> rosters have been developed each year for inside / outside supervision; lunch supervision; taking group times
> Regular Relief staff are used when centre staff are absent. This ensures continuity of learning, routines are managed, familiarity for children.
> Staff are encouraged to include their skills and special interests with in the team and curriculum.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children
> Children are given the opportunity to become familiar with the centre, staff and daily routines through transition visits, in November prior to commencing preschool in January
> We obtain information about each child, via a parent survey, which is distributed at the time of enrollment. This provides information prior to starting preschool. This assists educators is
gaining some insight into each child's interests / skills needs and planning for their commencement into preschool
> We provide a wide range of experiences and learning opportunities, that support individual children's learning style, interest and skill levels.
> We assess children in terms 1 in literacy, numeracy and fine motor development. This provides data on each child's skill levels in these areas and assists in our planning to extend /
support their development
> We reassess in term 3, to cover literacy, numeracy, fine motor, gross motor, sensory skills etc. After term 1 and 3 assessing, we develop an Individual Learning Plan for each child .
> In terms 1 and 3, the parents have the opportunity to have interview with an educator (who assessed their child). Data is shared from the assessing, ideas for support / extension at home is
provided, parents also share information
> the data also informs the curriculum / planning for individual and groups of children
> on going observations of each child are carried out.
> Staff are accessible at drop off and pick up times, to greet children and parents. Information can be shared at these times
> We have a strong commitment to supporting children in developing growth mindset, resilience, persistence through challenge tasks, acknowledging their hard work and commitment to the
task
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities
> We have a commitment to building a sense of community within the preschool. This occurs through our family picnic in term 1, family involvement with wheels day in term 1, special
person's days in term 2, family nights in terms 3 and 4.
> Parents are encouraged to be involved in their child's learning through sharing of information via the parent survey, at interviews, spontaneous conversations, assist on excursions and
special events, at Funtastics (motor coordination program) or sharing their skills and talents
> Parents are encouraged to contribute to their child's individual learning plans, adding their ideas for learning goals
> Families are supported in their parenting role through providing information in newsletters, conversations, interviews. This will include ideas to support their child's literacy / numeracy / fine
motor development / behaviour / sensory development etc.
> Parents participate in the decision making processes in the running of the preschool, through their involvement in the Governing Council
> Staff are available to support parents in their role. Staff greet parents and children each day and are available for conversations and support as required
> The preschool engages with the community such as the Mitcham Library, The Nature Education Centre and a range of people for incursions, to enhance the learning opportunities for
children
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families
and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership
> The centre philosophy underpins the running of the preschool, including engagement with families, curriculum planning, relationships with children. The statement of philosophy is reviewed
annually or as required, with educators and Governing Council
> All staff attend curriculum planning meetings on Mondays and PLC's (Professional learning community) on Wednesdays to ensure continuity of learning for children and educators
> PLC is held each week to learn with each other and from each other. PLC is facilitated by the director and ensures the learning goals of the QIP etc are achieved and implemented.
> All educators attend PDR's with the director in term 1 and term 3, as part of the self review process.
> The staff have different roles and responsibilities within the team. For example, the 2 teachers are the curriculum leaders; an ECW works with 0.5 teacher in preparation of the experiences
each week; 1.0 teacher is responsible for ICT (filing photos, learning stories); 2 ECW's facilitate preschool support; one ECW monitors sustainable practices. Roles and responsibilities are
clearly defined and can be shared when needed. Whilst staff have different roles and responsibilities, the team works cohesively and collaboratively.
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Quality Improvement Plan for
Mitcham Preschool Centre
202 0
Includes:
• Learning Improvement goals
• Progress notes
• National Quality Framework responsibilities plan

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.
• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.
• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.
For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Learning Improvement Plan
1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

Goal 1: To improve children's numeracy skills through a focus on measurement.
Challenge of practice:

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

If educators develop their knowledge and understanding of the numeracy indicator "I measure and compare my world", are
intentional in their planning and provide an environment rich in measurement experiences, then we will improve children's
understanding and use of measurement.

Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Developing educators knowledge in measurement through
professional development, readings, visits to preschools, and
staff team working collaboratively through our weekly PLC.
Support educators through PDR'S

QA 4.1, 4.2, 7.2

Term 1

Professional development
TRT
Literacy / numeracy indicators

Director to facilitate PLC's, PDR's
All staff participate in PD

Curriculum planning -Collect data;Link measurement experiences
to philosophy eg nature play/loose parts play/sustainability.
Update weekly curriculum planning tool to include ped doc.
Update assessment screener. Make next steps of learning visible

QA 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
3.2, 4.2, 7.1

Term 1

Curriculum planning template
Assessment screener
Statement of Philosophy
Template to collect data

All educators collect data
All educators link experiences / philosophy
All educators work on planning tool
Teachers update screener

Strategies for implementation -intentional teaching in small / large
group experiences, incidental / teachable moments. Targeted
Planning (1:1) Planned activities. Information sharing with parents
through newsletters, 1:1 conversations and interviews

QA 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.2, 4.1, 5.1, 5.2,
6.1, 6.2

Term 2

Planning for Group experiences large & small - range of resources
Equipment for planned activities.
Newsletters. Interview schedules

Teachers plan large group experiences
All educators plan small group experiences
All educators respond to incidental
opportunities. Director / newsletter

Improve resources - Allocate funding for TRT & professional
development, purchase resources such as equipment, books,
software, community resources

QA 3.2, 4.2, 6.2,
7.2

Term 1

TRT, measurement resources (eg
scales, tape measures, clocks,
timers etc), books, software for ICT,

Director allocates TRT funding &
professional development
All educators can investigate / purchase
resources (site to reimburse)

Success criteria

Children will use measurement to compare objects, events and space
Children will notice objects, events and space have measurable attributes
Children will use comparative language to describe and explain their ideas / understanding in measurement
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Progress notes
4

Improve
practice and
monitor impact

Goal 1: To improve children's numeracy skills through a focus on measurement.
Meeting
date

Implementation
(are we doing what we said we would do?)
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact

(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Next steps

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s
learning against success criteria.
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Learning Improvement Plan
1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

Goal 2: To improve children's literacy skills through a focus on fine motor development and mark making.
Challenge of practice:

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

If educators develop their knowledge and understanding of children's fine motor skill development and the developmental stages of
mark making, are intentional in their planning and provision of a range of learning opportunities, then children will develop their fine
motor competence and written expression.

Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Term 1

PD with Occupational therapists
PD with Lisa Burman and Matt
Glover / TRT
Literacy / numeracy indicators

Director to facilitate PLC's, PDR's
All staff participate in PD

Curriculum planning -Collect data eg children's fine motor skills & QA 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
mark making (who draws / writes, where, how often, environment) 3.2, 4.2, 7.1
Update weekly curriculum planning tool to include ped doc.
Update assessment screener. Make next steps of learning visible

Term 1

Curriculum planning template
Assessment screener
Template to collect data

All educators collect data
All educators work on planning tool
Teachers update screener

Strategies for implementation -intentional teaching in small / large
group experiences, incidental / teachable moments. Planned
activities. Targeted planning (1:1) Information sharing with
parents through newsletters, 1:1 conversations and interviews

QA 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,
2.2, 4.1, 5.1, 5.2,
6.1, 6.2

Term 2

Planning for Group experiences large & small - range of resources
Equipment for planned activities.
Newsletters. Interview schedules

Teachers plan large group experiences
All educators plan small group activities
All educators respond to incidental
opportunities. Director / newsletter

Improve resources - Allocate funding for TRT & professional
development, purchase resources eg fine motor tools, Smart
Screen programs / on line resources. Community resources Incursions eg Artist / Trent Hill / Author / Illustrator

QA 3.2, 4.2, 6.2,
7.2

Term 1

TRT, measurement resources (eg
fine motor tools, software for ICT)
Community resources - organise
incursions throughout year

Director allocates TRT funding & PD /
Incursion experiences.
All educators can investigate / purchase
resources (site to reimburse).

Improving educators knowledge - stages of fine motor skill
development and mark making through PD, readings, visits to
preschools, staff team working collaboratively through our weekly
PLC. Support educators through PDR'S

Success criteria

QA 4.1, 4.2, 7.2

Term 2, 3, 4

Children will manipulate mark making equipment and manage tools with increasing competence and skill.
Children will use a range of symbols to convey meaning
Children will represent ideas and theories in multiple ways
Children will represent their world symbolically
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Progress notes
4

Improve
practice and
monitor impact

Goal 2: To improve children's literacy skills through a focus on fine motor development and mark making.
Meeting
date

Implementation
(are we doing what we said we would do?)
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact

(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Next steps

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s
learning against success criteria.
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Learning Improvement Plan
1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

Goal 3: Goal 3 goes here

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

Challenge of practice:
Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
4

Improve
practice and
monitor impact

Goal 3: Goal 3 goes here
Meeting
date

Implementation
(are we doing what we said we would do?)
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact

(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Next steps

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s
learning against success criteria.
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National Quality Framework responsibilities
NQS links
QA 2, QA 3.2, QA
4.2, QA 6, QA 7

Task

Steps involved

Timeline

Review Policies - All site policies are
due for review by August 2020.

Policies to be reviewed in consultation with staff team and
Governing Council

Term 3

Members of Governing Council to review policies and
report back findings to Council meeting. Council approves
changes if required

Term 3

Responsibility

Resourcing

Director, Staff, Governing
Council

Nil

Director, Staff, Governing
council

Nil

Director, Staff, Governing
Council

Nil

Completed

Policies are accepted and community is informed. Policies Term 3
are updated on website / APP / in display folders /
induction folder etc.

QA 4, QA 6, QA 7

Review of Statement of Philosophy

QA 1, QA 5, QA 6, Reconciliation Action Plan
QA 7

Staff to review statement of philosophy - make
recommendation for change / no change

Term 1

Governing Council to review statement of philosophy and agree / disagree with changes recommended. GC
can also add recommendations for consideration

Term 2

Philosophy statement is accepted and community is
informed. Philosophy statement is updated on website /
APP / in display folders / induction folder etc.

Term 2

To gather more information about requirements of
Reconciliation Action Plan

Term 2

For staff team to commence working on the Action Plan.

Term 2

To share the work on the Aboriginal Action Plan with
Governing council

Term 3
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Review and evaluate
5

Learning improvement goal 1:

To improve children's numeracy skills through a focus on
measurement.

Review
and evaluate

What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Review and evaluate
5

Learning improvement goal 2:

To improve children's literacy skills through a focus on fine motor
development and mark making.

Review
and evaluate

What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Review and evaluate
5
Goal 3 goes here

Review
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 3:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal
Chris Catt
01/02/2020

Approved by governing council chairperson
Annina Cavelti Kee

Approved by education director
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